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Project Description
Motivation
Delivering time-critical continuous GPS (CGPS) observations to the geodetic and
hazard-mitigation community in response to destructive earthquakes represents a
significant technical challenge. Rapid installation and operation of post-event CGPS
stations is relatively straightforward, but data transfer, due to large and unpredictable
variations in pre- and post-earthquake communications infrastructure, is a major potential
latency sink. Clearly, an autonomous solution utilizing satellite communication systems
is optimal; however, it is not cost-viable for the total time periods (> 1 year) of interest.
Thus it is desirable to develop a hybrid event-response scheme that permits both shortterm autonomy and longer-term transition to local communications infrastructure.
This proposal seeks to develop a CGPS communications rapid response methodology
and pool of equipment that can be used to respond to events of varying size and
destructivity throughout the world. There is currently an urgent need for this due to the
NSF-funded RAPID CGPS response to the Feb 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile earthquake led
by PIs M.Bevis, B. Brooks, R.Smalley, and M.Simons. It is natural for the UNAVCO
Facility to undertake this effort because of its familiarity with the broad field of GPS
equipment and with its relationship with a widespread user-base of PIs.
The 27 Feb 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile earthquake produced measured displacements
throughout ~ 1/3 of South America (Figure 1), caused substantial damage in Chile and
spawned a Pacific-wide tsunami and it will likely become the most highly studied great
earthquake in the GPS-instrumental era. Large, infrequent events such as the Maule
earthquake provide the rare opportunity to fundamentally improve our understanding of
the megathrust earthquake cycle and the constitutive properties of the adjoining oceanic
and continental crust and upper mantle. The large number of continuous GPS (CGPS)
stations that were existing, recently installed, or scheduled to be installed (Figure 2) will
allow unprecedented spatio-temporal resolution of co-seismic and post-seismic surface
deformation. Furthermore, in contrast to measurements following the Mw 9.2 2004
Sumatra-Andaman earthquake which were severely limited by large water bodies [Pollitz
et al., 2006], the rapidly time-varying post-seismic response due to the Maule Earthquake
can be studied in the geodetic near, medium, and far-fields because of its proximity to the
South American continent.
Implementation
Data transmission for the CGPS stations installed in response to the Chile event
represents an unprecedented technical challenge due to the massive spatial extent of both
the rupture (~ 500 x 200 km) (Figure 1,2) and the expected post-seismic signals (Figure
3). For instance, the RAPID response monumentation plan includes the far-field islands
on the Pacific plate such as Robinson Crusoe, Selkirk, and San Felix. Accordingly, our
implementation strategy comprises both satellite and cellular communications
components.
We propose to use a combination of three different data communications systems at
the 25 GPS stations (Table 1): (1) the satellite-based Inmarsat Broad Global Area
Service (BGAN), (2) Iridium systems, and (3), ground based cellular internet services
provided by a number of telecom companies in Chile and Argentina.
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The satellite systems have the advantages of total coverage in our area of interest and
services not subject to interruptions due to local infrastructure failures. Cellular service is
an order of magnitude cheaper, but available in limited areas and may not be
continuously reliable in the aftermath of the great earthquake to which we are responding.
Given that we will be retrofitting stations that have been located without regard to the
presence of cellular service, we will rely primarily on the BGAN system and use cellular
modems at the few stations where good cellular systems happen to be available. Table 1
shows a comparison of basic cost and technical parameters of the three systems.
The Inmarsat BGAN service (http://www.inmarsat.com/Services/Land/BGAN/) uses
satellites in Geostationary Earth Orbit to provide broadband communications services to
all points on the globe between the Arctic and Antarctic circles. A variety of service
plans are available, with rates dependent on data volume, number of systems, and
bandwidth. Through "Ground Control" a California-based telecommunications company
with which UNAVCO has past experience, we have identified an appropriate plan that
allows for up to 20 systems to handle a shared monthly data volume of 1 GB at a total
cost to the project of $16,800 per 3-month period ($280/station/month). This would
allow for the daily download of 15-sec files from each station and an additional 400
hours of 1 Hz data per month shared by the 20 stations (20 hours/station /month) ad
broadband speeds (>250 kbit/sec). No more than 20 stations can be used at this service
level without a substantial incremental increase in cost. Each BGAN terminal costs
$2,500, and in order to accommodate the 10 watt power requirement (while actively
transmitting) a $1500 solar power system must be added to each installation. The
UNAVCO Facility and Plate Boundary Observatory have done some preliminary testing
of BGAN terminals but their use in this project would be the first time they have been
deployed in field installations, so some additional development and testing will be
required. Once the BGAN services are discontinued at the end of this project, the
terminals will be available through the UNAVCO Facility pool with only service charges
paid by future users.
Iridium systems are in widespread use by UNAVCO's polar group, but under
specially negotiated rates that are not available to this project. Commercial service plans
that would allow the transfer of data volumes required by this project would be
prohibitively high ($13,000/station/month), and as the systems uses Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellites and older technology, data rates are very slow (2,400 kbit/sec). We
propose to deploy a single Iridium system in this project for use in State-of-Health (SoH)
monitoring only (minimal data volume). This will allow the monitoring of a station that
has no cellular service and that is in excess of the 20 BGAN systems; we would choose
an installation that is easily accessible so that if problems were identified by a simple
SoH monitoring system a field technician could quickly visit and repair the system,
minimizing data loss. We could also reconfigure the receiver to log at different data rates
or to protect data files from being overwritten as well. Terminal costs for Iridium are
similar to BGAN but power requirements are lower, allowing a cheaper $800 power
system to be used at this site. The service charge would be a modest $25/month, but no
data could be downloaded so we budget an addition $1500 to allow for occasional
downloads of high-priority data following events of potential interest.
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Broadband cellular Internet service is available in Chile through 5 competing private
service providers, and is in widespread use in Argentina as well. Available for
$40/month for 2 GB of data (which would allow for 24-hour 1 Hz data downloads at all
stations), cell is the most cost-effective option and may be the only viable option for
long-term use at permanent installations in South America. The same low-power $800
cellular routers in widespread use by the Plate Boundary Observatory and UANVCO
Facility projects in Costa Rica, Haiti, and Saudi Arabia are compatible with the Chilean
and Argentine service providers; our experience in optimizing use of existing signals and
new service providers will allow for efficient use of these services wherever possible.
We propose to locate 4 cellular routers at locations with excellent existing cellular signals
and evaluate the effectiveness of the service during the initial part of the project. If the
service proves reliable we would then proceed to investigate the expansion of cellular to
replace BGAN and Iridium at other stations for the long term.
Iridium
(Commercial rate)

BGAN

Cellular Internet

State-of-Health only
Daily 15-sec Downloads
(1MB/day)
24 hrs/day 1 Hz File
Transfers (~1GB/month)

$25/mo
$13,000/mo

$35/mo
$250/mo

$40/month
$40/month

$90,000/mo

$12,000/mo

$40/month

Bandwidth

2,400 kb/sec

240,000kb/sec

100,000 kb/sec

5W active
2.5W Standby
$800
$2,500

10W active
4.5W Standby
$1,500
$2,500

5W average

Global Range, but
may have country
specific constraints

Global Coverage
between 65° N and
S latitude, no
country specific
restrictions. No
UNAVCO field
experience to date.

Service prone to
interruption after events.
Limited coverage.
Local Providers.

Power
Power System Unit Cost
Terminal Unit Cost
Geographic/Political/Logisti
cal Considerations

$800
$800

Table 1. Summary of proposed communication platforms.

Work Plan & Out-Year Continuity
Over a period of 3 weeks, two UNAVCO engineers and one U.Hawaii scientist will
deploy the equipment in Chile and Argentina, respectively. The communications system
hardware purchased during this response will become part of the UNAVCO pool after
one year and will be available for future PI projects and event responses. After the project
period for this initial comms installation, future proposals (including an MRI opportunity
in April) will focus on transitioning the data communications to less expensive solutions
(primarily cellular networks) as they become more reliable.
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Figure 1. Preliminary co-seismic horizontal displacement map for the Maule event in
ITRF2005 reference frame. Blue star, epicenter. Coseismic offsets calculated from data 28
days prior to and 6 days after the event, using a mixture of rapid and precise orbits.
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Figure 2. CGPS stations associated with the Maule earthquake. Red triangles, NSF-supported RAPID sites.
White triangles, prexisting sites from the CAP project (Bevis, Brooks, Smalley) as well as publicly available
sites in Argentina. The color contours represent the initial estimate of co-seismic slip on the megathrust plane
performed by Anthony Sladen (Cal Tech) using a joint inversion of teleseismic and geodetic data.
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Figure 3. Preliminary estimates, courtesy Fred Pollitz USGS, of expected post-seismic
displacement field ~ 4 months after the Maule mainshock following Pollitz et al. (2006).
Note the large expected displacements on the Pacific plate and strong gradient in
Argentina.
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